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Tradeflow facilitates global supply chain movement by monitoring changes related to landed cost, regulatory controls, 
global commodity classification, and compliance management. We validate all vital information about your commodities and 
populate it on documents to then be distributed to your stakeholders for import and export declaration processing.  

THREE ALIGNED SOLUTIONS

Tradeflow operates as a value-added compliance check between Tradewin and Expeditors. Using 
Tradeflow, you ensure that your commodities are classified, validated, and prepared for an accurate   
and compliant declaration. 

TRADEFLOW

Our compliance-focused, web-based 
software suite provides tools to give 
you more control of your logistics 
supply chain through visibility and 
data management. We facilitate the 
classification process and ensure that by 
the time you’re ready to file your entry 
with Customs, the declaration process 
is smooth sailing without supply chain 
disruption or delays.

TRADEWIN

Compliance challenges exist across 
borders, regions, and continents. 
Tradewin’s professional global compliance 
staff can classify your products and 
ensure the expedited and compliant 
shipment of your goods. Before you 
establish your shipment validation with 
Tradeflow, make sure you optimize 
effective solutions with Tradewin in 
regulatory affairs, professional advisory, 
and trade data management.

EXPEDITORS

Staying compliant through Tradeflow’s 
software modules helps you manage your 
data and proceed through international 
shipping without delays or penalties. 
Access all your shipping data and gain 
end-to-end visibility on commercial 
documents, duties and regulatory controls, 
screening against Denied Parties, and 
commodity classification with Tradeflow’s 
service offerings.

CHALLENGES & SOLUTIONS

TRADEFLOW

What challenges do you face in your supply chain?  
 
• Dealing with long-term contracts
• Finding and maintaining proper classification codes
• Ensuring supply chain security
• Researching country-specific import requirements 
• Disjointed or unsynchronized databases/ERPs
• Maintaining your brand’s integrity and reputation 

How does Tradeflow work with Tradewin and Customs to 
execute optimal solutions?  
 
• Distributes import notifications and country-specific 

documents to your global Trade Partners and Service 
Providers. 

• Ensures your commodity is properly classified, your trade 
partner is screened against denied parties, forced labor, and 
global sanction lists, and your documents are prepared for 
Customs declarations. 

• Distributes these commercial documents effortlessly and 
improves communications between all parties.

Three Solutions, One Optimized 
Customs Brokerage Process


